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What is the Driver of the Washington Estuary Habitat MOA? → the FCRPS BiOp

✓ The MOA is a vehicle for funding aquatic habitat restoration in Washington below Bonneville Dam.
✓ The funding is a match of BPA revenue and the Corps’ §536 Columbia River Estuary Restoration Program - congressional appropriations.
✓ WDFW contributes access to aquatic lands, work-in-kind, O&M.
✓ The focus is ESA-listed anadromous salmonid stocks.
✓ The Vision is restoration of natural processes throughout the Columbia River Estuary Ecosystem → that results in increased survival of all 13 Columbia Basin salmon and steelhead ESU’s and DPS’s.
✓ Essential for success is estuary partnerships and willing land owners.
Topics Related to Conference Theme

- Previous Columbia Basin F&W Restoration Models

- Current Estuary Ecosystem Restoration Paradigm

- Adaptive Management – integrated M&E component

- Resource Management & Policy Issues
Previous Columbia Basin Restoration: Protect, Mitigate and Enhance ... the Wildlife Paradigm

PROVIDE GOOD HABITAT AND WILDLIFE WILL THRIVE.

METRIC – HABITAT UNITS
TOOL – LAND ACQUISITION

{FAITH-BASED ➔ NO M&E NEEDED}
Previous Columbia Basin Restoration: Protect, Mitigate and Enhance ... the Fish Paradigm

It’s a Numbers Game – Increase Production and Life Cycle Survival

{e.g., the Council’s (1992) doubling goal}

Metric – Production
Tools – Hatcheries & Spawning Habitat

Metrics – Juvenile and Adult Survival
Tools – Hydro Passage Improvements and Harvest Reduction
Restore natural ecological processes →
In order to restore properly functioning Estuary Ecosystem.

(After Spence et al. 1996; Diefenderer et al. 2003; Fresh et al. 2004; Evans et al. 2006)
“In lieu of the present ad hoc approach to habitat restoration, estuary-wide strategic planning is needed to direct limited recovery resources toward those geographic areas, habitats, and activities that will most benefit multiple salmon ESUs.”

“Recovery efforts should encompass the entire habitat continuum, not just sites in the lower estuary, where most research and restoration activities have been focused.”

Bottom et al. (2008)
The Framework is in place:


Figure 2. A coastal restoration project planning process.
Adaptive Management – WDFW Estuary MOA Projects

- Coordinate with ...
  - Action Agencies to incorporate RM&E Component into Individual §536 Projects
  - WDFW Wildlife Program – Areas for restoration
  - WDFW Fish Program – Ongoing RM&E Projects
  - WDFW Habitat Program/Ecology – Intensively Monitored Watershed (IMW) Program, e.g. M-A-G
  - Estuary Partners for monitoring consistency – LCREP, CREST, CLT, LCFRB, LCFEG, WCCD, Cowlitz Tribe, etc.
Resource Management & Policy Issues

Need empirical data to link Habitat Restoration Actions → Fish Response

- What stocks are actually present at each restoration site (systematic fish samples, PIT-tags, genetics)
- Need fish survival trends (CWT and genetic sampling programs)

Regional resolve to integrate RM&E into all Projects

- Need long-term funding commitments – Action Agencies, NOAA Fisheries, States.